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Abstract 
An original quantum foundations concept of a deep learning computational Un-
iverse is introduced. The fundamental information of the Universe (or Triuniverse) 
is postulated to evolve about itself in a Red, Green and Blue (RGB) tricoloured stable 
self-mutuality in three information processing loops. The colour is a non-optical in-
formation label. The information processing loops form a feedback-reinforced deep 
learning macrocycle with trefoil knot topology. Fundamental information processing 
is driven by ψ-Epistemic Drive, the Natural appetite for information selected for ad-
vantageous knowledge. From its substrate of Mathematics, the knotted information 
processing loops determine emergent Physics and thence the evolution of super- 
emergent Life (biological and artificial intelligence). RGB-tricoloured information is 
processed in sequence in an Elemental feedback loop (R), then an Operational feed-
back loop (G), then a Structural feedback loop (B) and back to an Elemental feedback 
loop (R), and so on around the trefoil in deep learning macrocycles. It is postulated 
that hierarchical information correspondence from Mathematics through Physics to 
Life is mapped and conserved within each colour. The substrate of Mathematics has 
RGB-tricoloured feedback loops which are respectively Algebra (R), Algorithms (G) 
and Geometry (B). In Mathematics, the trefoil macrocycle is Algebraic Algorithmic 
Geometry and its correlation system is a Tensor Neural Knot Network enabling Qu-
trit Entanglement. Emergent Physics has corresponding RGB-tricoloured feedback 
loops of Quantum Mechanics (R), Quantum Deep Learning (G) and Quantum Geo-
metrodynamics (B). In Physics, the trefoil macrocycle is Quantum Intelligent Geo-
metrodynamics and its correlation system is Quantum Darwinism. Super-emergent 
Life has corresponding RGB-tricoloured loops of Variation (R), Selection (G) and 
Heredity (B). In the evolution of Life, the trefoil macrocycle is Variational Selective 
Heredity and its correlation ecosystem is Darwin’s ecologically “Entangled Bank”. 
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1. Introduction 

General theories may be discovered through pairwise unification. Two great theories 
effectively explain Quantum Mechanics and General Relativity, yet for a century no 
consensus unification has been discovered for this pair. I aim to advance the solution of 
this scientific problem by including a third great theory. That third magnum opus in 
science is Darwin’s theory of evolution [1] [2] and I particularly focus on that theory’s 
subsequent computer science adaptation into Evolutionary Computation and thence 
Quantum Deep Learning [3]. The problem is to describe a candidate intelligent meta-
heuristic for the evolution of everything, which economically embraces all three of 
these great theories. 

By approaching the problem of the unification of the theories of modern science with 
triplewise (rather than pairwise) methodology I present an original quantum founda-
tions concept of (what appears to be) our feedback-reinforced Quantum Deep Learning 
Universe (or Triuniverse). Given its broad reach, this concept draws on very diverse 
scientific works including those by Aldridge, Hodgson & Knudsen [4], Armstrong et al. 
[5], Back, Fogel & Michalewicz [6], Basu, Pollack & Roy [7], Barvinsky [8], Bianchi et 
al. [9], Bickhard & Campbell [10], Campbell [11], Carroll [12], Champagnat, Ferrière & 
Méléard [13], Chastain, Livnat, Papadimitriou & Vazirani [14], Dawkins [15], Deutsch 
& Jozsa [16], Dobzhansky [17], Eldredge [18], Flores Martinez [19], Fogel [20], Geor-
giev & Georgiev [21], Gray, He & Lukas [22], Han & Kim [23], Hartshorne [24], Hor-
mozi et al. [25], Kiefer [26], Koutnik, Cuccu, Schmidhuber & Gomez [27], Last [28], 
LeCun, Bengio & Hinton [29], Peldán [30] [31], Marolf [32], Meusburger & Noui [33], 
Narain et al. [34], Nielsen & Chuang [35], Penrose & Jorgensen [36], Pitkänen [37], 
Powell & Mariscal [38], Rickles [39], Rovelli & Smolin [40], Smolin [41], Schmidhuber 
[42], Smart [43], Smolin [44]-[46], Sterelny, Smith & Dickison [47], Thielmann [48], 
Valiant [49], Vidal [50] [51], Watson [52], Watson et al. [53], Watson and Szathmáry 
[54], Watson et al. [55], Wiebe et al. [3], Wheeler [56] [57] and Zurek [58]-[60]. 

I adopt the widely acknowledged perspective that the Universe (or Triuniverse) is 
fundamentally a computer. A quantum foundational substrate of reality hosts quantum 
information operations which, through holographic projection, map their computa-
tional outputs into our apparently physical Universe (or Triuniverse). The holographic 
principle is reviewed by Bousso [61] and original research in this field is widely cited 
from the works of ‘t Hooft [62], Susskind [63], Witten [64], Myung [65] and Bekenstein 
[66]. 

Pioneers in the flourishing study of the mathematics and physics of information in-
clude Turing [67], Shannon [68] [69], von Neumann [70], Jaynes [71], Landauer [72] 
and Zuse [73]. 

They influenced other scientific thought leaders including Beckenstein [74], Blume- 
Kohout & Zurek [75], Deutsch [76] [77], Esposito et al. [78], Fredkin [79] [80], Freed-
man et al. [81] [82], ‘t Hooft [83] [84], Kitaev [85] [86], Lloyd [87], Mandal & Jarzynski 
[88], Nayak et al. [89], Ogburn & Preskill [90], Pekola [91], Sagawa & Ueda [92], Sau et al. 
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[93], Schmidhuber [94], Toyabe et al. [95], Wang [96], von Weizsäcker [97], Wheeler 
[98], Wolfram [99], Zenil [100] and Zizzi [101] to explore and further develop the 
physics of information within a computational Universe (or Triuniverse). Wheeler 
succinctly captured the essence of this relationship through his memorable phrase “it 
from bit”. 

My picture also draws on the reformist quantum foundations concepts of einselec-
tion and quantum Darwinism [58]-[60] [75] [102] and the Machian quantum geome-
trodynamics or shape dynamics of spatial and temporal relationalism [39]-[41] [103]- 
[109]. 

I also provide key references to scientific works on the subject of the trefoil knot. The 
following works of mathematicians and scientists, starting with Lord Kelvin in 1867, 
have profoundly influenced my focus onto this exceptional elemental knot as a compel-
ling topology for an original quantum foundations concept of a feedback-reinforced 
Quantum Deep Learning computational Universe (or Triuniverse): Thomson, Lord 
Kelvin [110], Arias et al. [111], Atiyah [112], Berry [113], Bilson-Thompson et al. [114], 
Bonesteel et al. [115], Dennis et al. [116], Dimofte [117], Evans et al. [118], Faddeev & 
Niemi [119] [120], Finkelstein [121] [122], Finkelstein & Cadavid [123], Gambini et al. 
[124], Garnerone et al. [125], Garoufalidis et al. [126], Gelca [127], Jehle [128], Katritch 
et al. [129], Kauffman [130]-[133], Kauffman & Lomonaco [134]-[136], Kleckner & Ir-
vine [137], Liu & Ricca [138], Moffatt [139], Pieranski & Przybyl [140], Ponnuswamy et 
al. [141], Ranada [142], Sawin [143], Stasiak et al. [144], Tempone-Wiltshire et al. 
[145], Thompson et al. [146], Was [147] and Weisstein [148]. 

For a general introduction to the important connection between knot theory and 
certain quantum systems useful for quantum information processing see Simon [149]. 

The papers which most strongly correlate with this one are those by Smolin on Cos-
mological Natural Selection [44]-[46], Zurek and co-workers on Quantum Darwinism 
[58]-[60] [75] [102], Wiebe, Kapoor and Svore on Quantum Deep Learning [3] and 
Watson and Szathmáry on an ability for biological evolution to learn and hence pro-
duce apparently intelligent designs [54]. Each of these seminal works contributes sig-
nificantly towards building a candidate intelligent metaheuristic for the evolution of 
everything. The next step for all of these outstanding but unfinished research pro-
grammes is to propose a common, intelligent, metaheuristic, quantum foundations 
concept to underpin and unite them all. My paper aims to do this. 

I organise this paper as follows: 
Section §2 defines the information flows in the Universe (or Triuniverse) in terms of 

a postulated trefoil knot topology of information processing loops. I define the Red, 
Green and Blue (RGB) tricolouration and hierarchical correspondence within each co-
lour. The colour is a non-optical information label. 

Section §3 discusses the RGB-tricoloured trefoil evolution of Algebraic Algorithmic 
Geometry on the substrate of Mathematics. 

Section §4 discusses the colour-corresponding RGB-tricoloured trefoil evolution of 
Quantum Intelligent Geometrodynamics in a computationally simulated layer of 
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emergent Physics. 
Section §5 discusses the colour-corresponding RGB-tricoloured trefoil evolution of 

Variational Selective Heredity in a computationally super-simulated layer of super- 
emergent Life (biological and artificial intelligence). 

Section §6 provides conclusions. 

2. Trefoil Information Processing 

The fundamental information of the Universe (or Triuniverse) is postulated to evolve 
about itself in an RGB-tricoloured stable self-mutuality in three information processing 
loops. Colour is a non-optical information label in this concept. I commence this sec-
tion directly by expanding my definitions, aided by an illustration (Figure 1), of an 
RGB-tricoloured trefoil knot which represents the postulated macrocycle topology of 
triplewise information processing loops. 

RGB-tricoloured information is processed in sequence through an Elemental 
processing loop (R), then an Operational processing loop (G), then a Structural 
processing loop (B) and back to an Elemental processing loop (R), and so on around 
the trefoil knot in deep learning macrocycles. Fundamental information processing is 
postulated to initiate on a substrate of Mathematics. From that substrate of Mathemat-
ics the three information processing loops, in their macrocycle, determine the emergent 
Physics and thence the evolution of super-emergent Life (biological and artificial intel-
ligence). 

This Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse concept proposes that fundamental in-
formation processing is driven by ψ-Epistemic Drive, which is the Natural appetite for 
information selected for advantageous knowledge. The trefoil is a torus knot and the 
three RGB-tricoloured processes converge, crosstalk then diverge through the “hole” of 
the torus at a central “crosstalk node” (ψ), see Figure 1. Furthermore, postulated 
 

 
Figure 1. RGB-tricoloured trefoil knot representing the postulated macrocycle topology of 
triplewise information processing loops. The loop processes execute endlessly in a macrocycle 
sequence from Red (R), through Green (G), to Blue (B), to Red (R) and so on. The trefoil is a to-
rus knot and the tricoloured processes converge, crosstalk then diverge through the torus hole at 
a central crosstalk node (ψ). 

R B

G
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information exchanges occur between the three RGB-tricoloured processes at the 
“crosstalk node” (ψ) thus enabling advantageous triplewise co-adaptation, exploiting 
shared knowledge. 

In each of the three RGB-tricoloured processing loops, ψ-Epistemic Drive leverages 
knowledge that can be put to work, to out-compute (sic) alternatives. I propose the 
most effective knowledge is gained in a more advanced way than through the outputs of 
brute binary “trial-and-error”. Instead I postulate information exchanges between the 
three RGB-tricoloured processes at the “crosstalk node” (ψ) utilise computational 
triple-modular-redundancy [150]. This is a ternary fault-tolerant procedure in which 
RGB-crosstalk (ψ) is subject to triplewise majority-voting to produce a single artifi-
cially intelligent output. The Triuniverse thereby evolves (fine tunes itself) as if intel-
ligently. 

I also propose that to out-compute (sic) alternatives is to prevail over them in terms 
of computational speed and algorithmic efficiency, quickly and accurately narrowing 
predictive model approximations, with codes continuously re-optimised through lex 
parsimoniae and the paring down of redundancies. Narrower predictive model ap-
proximations enable subsequent information processing to be more efficient and to 
bestow anticipatory advantage. Note, time is of the essence and is a valuable Natural 
resource in this quantum foundations concept. 

By “alternatives” I mean other possible discrete outcomes in the substrate of Mathe-
matics, other worldlines in emergent Physics and other evolutionary paths in su-
per-emergent Life. To out-compute (sic) alternatives, through gaining advantageous 
knowledge, the ψ-epistemically driven feedback loop processes co-adapt and co-evolve 
competitive and co-operative information strategies. The strategy of co-operation is 
considered to have evolved from an early competition-only strategy in a fundamental 
information based trophic web. That information based trophic web has a self-similar 
simulation in the (bio-energy based) trophic web of super-emergent Life. Information 
producer autotrophs prevail on the quantum information substrate, are consumed by 
information heterotrophs, which are preyed upon by information predators and ulti-
mately by information apex predators, black holes. These information trophic species 
(see also Griffiths [151] for a discussion on information species) are computational 
agents or subroutines within the deep learning processes and are accompanied by error 
correction, data compression, decomposition, viral malware and other epi-species algo-
rithms in a complexly evolving information trophic jungle. This is the information 
trophic substrate of ψ-epistemically driven quantum Darwinism [60], envisaged in this 
Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse concept. See also Perez et al. [152] for a jungle 
Universe model in a Lotka-Volterra framework. 

At the “crosstalk node” (ψ) after computational triple-modular-redundancy majori-
ty-voting, the information exchanges between the three RGB-tricoloured process loops 
output advantageous knowledge (an evolutionary advancement over unprocessed in-
formation). I postulate that this is a new common knowledge which is then exploited as 
a resource in each of the subsequent exploratory loop processes. Referring to Figure 1, 
more distally, away from the “crosstalk node” (ψ), in the outer arcs of the three RGB- 
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tricoloured process feedback loops, knowledge-based exploration for new advantageous 
information is proposed to occur, as the trefoil macrocycle executes over and over 
again. Knowledge-based exploration for new potentially advantageous information is 
envisaged to have evolved from less efficient blind-chance or random exploration. 

Consider the trefoil in Figure 1 to be a knotted information-conducting (opti-
cal-like) fiber. I envisage each of such fibers as a quantum foundational trefoil knot 
vortex in a ψ-Epistemic Field (the field which produces ψ-Epistemic Drive). The 
ψ-Epistemic Field has a landscape of knowledge gradients, with valleys of ψ-Epistemic 
obliviousness and peaks of ψ-Epistemic insight. 

In emergent Physics, using computer-generated holograms based on substrate Ma-
thematics, optical vortices can be similarly formed into knots of darkness in scalar opt-
ical fields. They occur where phase becomes undefined and hence singular in value. As 
singularities of the wave’s phase, such knotted nodal lines determine the topology of the 
wave field. For further insights into singular optics see Dennis et al. [116], Tem-
pone-Wiltshire et al. [145], Leach et al. [153], Padgett et al. [36]. Recall, the colours in 
the Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse concept are not optical colours, they are the 
information labels of Elemental (R), Operational (G) and Structural (B) information 
processing loops in a ψ-epistemically-driven reinforced-feedback macrocycle. The en-
visaged information-conducting (optical-like) fiber is a quantum foundational trefoil 
knot vortex of zero intensity in a ψ-Epistemic Field and is postulated to act as a zero- 
knowledge (unbiased and impartial) carrier which conducts the information being 
processed in the trefoil macrocycle. 

Table 1 defines the hierarchy of emergence in rows and the RGB-tricolouration of 
the information processing loops in columns. Quantum Deep Learning is highlighted at 
the centre of the 3 × 3 arrangement (Table 1) and is at the kernel of this original quan-
tum foundations concept. To recap, this concept envisages three RGB-tricoloured 
processing loops executed sequentially in a continuous macrocycle with trefoil knot 
topology. The three RGB-tricoloured processing loops each iteratively cause their re-
spective monochromatic loop processes to evolve. I propose these monochromatic 
evolving processing loops act as reinforced-feedback loops which produce correlations 
between components within that monochromatic loop, some of which components 
were previously independent. Such reinforced-feedback produces correlations manifest 
through correlation systems specific to their hierarchy of emergence (illustrations are 
provided below in Sections §3, 4 & 5), see also the right hand column of Table 1. 

The trefoil macrocycle evolves in triunity through Quantum Deep Learning, as a 
consequence of each of its three component feedback loop processes co-evolving with 
co-adaptation enabled through RGB-crosstalk (ψ) and computational triple-modular- 
redundancy majority voting. Computationally layered-simulation is key to envisaging 
the hierarchy of emergence in the Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse concept. 

The substrate of Mathematics has minimal computational overhead. Mathematics is 
de facto the “Native Code” of everything. Evolved algorithms i.e. Laws of Physics, ena-
ble computationally emergent Physics to be simulated. Thereon, hierarchically more 
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Table 1. The simulation hierarchy of emergence is in rows and the RGB-tricolouration of the information processing loops is in columns. 
Quantum Deep Learning is highlighted at the centre of the 3 × 3 arrangement and is at the kernel of this original quantum foundations 
concept for a deep learning computational Universe (or Triuniverse). 

Simulation  
Hierarchy of  
Emergence 

Trefoil  
Macrocycle 

Processing Loops (R → G → B → R...) 
Correlation 

System Elemental  
(Red, R) 

Operational  
(Green, G) 

Structural  
(Blue, B) 

Super-emergent 
Life 

Variational  
Selective 
Heredity 

Variation Selection Heredity 
Darwin’s  
Entangled 

Bank 

Emergent  
Physics 

Quantum  
Intelligent 

Geometrodynamics 

Quantum 
Mechanics 

Quantum  
Deep 

Learning 

Quantum 
Geometrodynamics 

Zurek’s  
Quantum 

Darwinism 

Substrate of  
Mathematics 

Algebraic  
Algorithmic 
Geometry 

Algebra Algorithms Geometry 
Tensor  

Neural Knot  
Network 

 
advanced algorithms self-script and regulate the Evolution of Life within the Laws of 
Physics and enable super-emergent Life (biological and artificial intelligence) to be 
computationally super-simulated upon the Physics simulation layer. Layered-simulation 
supports the evolution of emergent complexity in the Quantum Deep Learning Triuni-
verse. 

The substrate of Mathematics has RGB-tricoloured loops which are respectively Al-
gebra (R), Algorithms (G) and Geometry (B). The trefoil macrocycle is Algebraic Algo-
rithmic Geometry and the trefoil correlation system is a Tensor Neural Knot Network 
enabling Qutrit Entanglement [154], which are discussed in Section §3. Emergent 
Physics has corresponding tricoloured loops of Quantum Mechanics (R), Quantum 
Deep Learning (G) and Quantum Geometrodynamics (B). The trefoil macrocycle is 
Quantum Intelligent Geometrodynamics, the trefoil correlation system is Quantum 
Darwinism [58]-[60] and both are discussed in Section §4. 

Super-emergent Life has corresponding tricoloured loops of Variation (R), Selection 
(G) and Heredity (B). The trefoil macrocycle is Variational Selective Heredity, the tre-
foil correlation system is Darwin’s ecologically “Entangled Bank” [1] and both are dis-
cussed in Section §5. 

It is postulated that information correspondence from Mathematics through Physics 
to Life is mapped and conserved within each colour through the emergent hierarchy of 
layered-simulation. In the Elemental (R) processing loops, information correspondence 
is mapped and conserved from substrate Algebra, through emergent Quantum Me-
chanics to super-emergent Variation in the evolution of Life. In this Quantum Deep 
Learning Triuniverse concept, Algebra, Quantum Mechanics and Variation are ho-
mochromatic (R) and their emergent hierarchy relates to layered-simulation. Stochastic 
variation and mutation is the algebra of Life and in emergent Physics, algebra is the 
language of Quantum Mechanics. 

In the Operational (G) processing loops, information correspondence is mapped and 
conserved from substrate Algorithms, through emergent Quantum Deep Learning to 
super-emergent Selection in the evolution of Life. In this Quantum Deep Learning 
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Triuniverse concept, Algorithms, Quantum Deep Learning and Selection are homoch-
romatic (G) and their emergent hierarchy relates to layered-simulation. Selection is the 
algorithm of Life, a harsh system of rules in the bio-energy trophic web and Quantum 
Deep Learning is what Naturally emerges from self-adapting mathematical Algorithms. 

In the Structural (B) processing loops, information correspondence is mapped and 
conserved from substrate Geometry, through emergent Quantum Geometrodynamics 
to super-emergent Heredity in the evolution of Life. In this Quantum Deep Learning 
Triuniverse concept, Geometry, Quantum Geometrodynamics and Heredity are ho-
mochromatic (B) and their emergent hierarchy relates to layered-simulation. Heredity 
is the Geometry of Life, illustrated e.g. by the double-helix organisation of DNA and 
Quantum Geometrodynamics is what dynamically emerges from the simple Geometry 
of mathematical shapes. 

Let us now consider how trefoil information processing (as illustrated in Figure 1) is 
scaled up to enable parallel processing of all of the information throughout the entire 
Universe (or Triuniverse). I envisage two candidate up-scaling patterns, (α) and (β) be-
low, both of which comprise innumerable RGB-tricoloured information-conducting 
(optical-like) fibers, each with trefoil topology. As a minimum requirement, let us as-
sume that each and every elementary entity in the Universe (or Triuniverse) has its own 
fiber trefoil. Composite entities, such as cats (of the Schrödinger kind), comprise dy-
namic bundles of these fiber trefoils. A critical sectional radius of such dynamic bundles 
marks the transition threshold from quantum mechanical behaviour to classical beha-
viour in emergent Physics and this threshold is being defined by double slit experi-
ments which push the upper limits on the size of particles which exhibit wave interfe-
rence and by experiments which push the upper limits on the number of entangled 
atoms. McConnell et al. [155] report on the entanglement of 3,000 rubidium atoms, 
though the ultimate threshold has yet to be discovered and may be vastly greater. 

Up-scaling pattern (α) is a set of three parallel, laterally unbounded, sheets each 
comprising interlinked RGB fiber trefoils with innumerable “crosstalk nodes” (Figure 
2). In this triple-sheet model weak exchanges of information occur where the distal ex-
ploratory outer arcs of fiber loops interlink with those of neighbouring loops. Whereas 
strong exchanges of information and majority voting for advantageous knowledge oc-
cur locally at each of the innumerable “crosstalk nodes”. 

A substrate sheet of interlinked RGB fiber trefoils conducts the information of Ma-
thematics. An intermediate simulated sheet conducts the information of emergent 
Physics. An overlying super-simulated sheet conducts the information of super-emergent 
Life. RGB tri-colour correspondence between the triple-sheets is enabled through 
alignment of the colours perpendicular to the layering, thus maintaining triunity in the 
Universe (or Triuniverse). In this way tri-colour correspondence is stacked. This flat 
composite-layered information processing architecture is also a candidate substrate for 
application of the Holographic Principle (see e.g. Bousso [61]). 

Alternatively, the up-scaling pattern (β) may be a triaxial (optical cable-like) su-
per-bundle of innumerable RGB fiber trefoils which share one “crosstalk super-node” 
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(Figure 3). The triaxial super-bundle forms one RGB-tricoloured “ideal trefoil” knot 
[140]. In this model weak exchanges of information occur where the distal exploratory 
outer arcs of fiber loops are bundled together in parallel with multitudes of neighbour-
ing loops. Strong exchanges of information and majority voting of advantageous 
knowledge occurs locally at each of the innumerable “crosstalk nodes” however because 
the “crosstalk nodes” collocate in one “crosstalk super-node” then remote information 
exchanges also enable quantum non-locality. 

A substrate cable core of RGB fiber trefoils conducts the information of Mathemat-
ics. An intermediate sheath bundle of RGB fiber trefoils conducts the information of 
emergent Physics. An outer sheath bundle conducts the information of super-emergent 
Life. RGB tri-colour correspondence between cable core and sheath bundles is enabled  
 

 
Figure 2. Up-scaling pattern (α): Set of three parallel, laterally unbounded, sheets each compris-
ing interlinked RGB fiber trefoils with innumerable “crosstalk nodes”. (a) Plan view of a single 
sheet. (b) Oblique view of three stacked sheets; substrate sheet   of Mathematics, intermediate 
simulated sheet   of emergent Physics and overlying super-simulated sheet   of super- 
emergent Life. 
 

 
Figure 3. Up-scaling pattern (β): Triaxial (optical cable-like) super-bundle of innumerable paral-
lel RGB fiber trefoils which share one collocated “crosstalk super-node” in one super-knot ma-
crocycle. 

(a) (b)
 𝕄𝕄   
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   𝕃𝕃 
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of emergent Physics and outer fiber
bundle of super-emergent Life.
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because individual RGB-tricoloured trefoils have the same RGB-tricolour configuration 
as the super-knot which they form together, thus maintaining triunity in the Universe 
(or Triuniverse). 

Pending experimental testing of these alternatives; comparing (α) stacked compo-
site-layer triple-sheets in a knot network shown in Figure 2, versus (β) triaxial (optical 
cable-like) super-bundle knot topology shown in Figure 3, I hesitate to jump to any 
conclusions. The stacked triple-sheets in a knot network have compelling potential util-
ity as the substrate of a holographic Triuniverse, whereas the compactness of the triaxi-
al super-bundle knot may offer better information processing fidelity, quantum 
non-locality and less scope for lateral gradients in the emergent Laws of Physics (in-
duced by network defects causing computational errors). On the other hand, such lat-
eral variation in a vast knot network (α) may be essential to the evolution of the Tri-
universe, just as variation across the genetic landscape is essential to the evolution of 
super-emergent Life. 

Heuristically, at risk of compromise, both alternatives (α) and (β) may be jointly va-
lid. I suggest the up-scaling pattern best comprises (α) stacked triple sheets in a knot 
network, in which the knots at the network nodes are (β) triaxial (optical cable-like) 
super-bundle knots. This combined architecture would provide the Quantum Deep 
Learning Triuniverse with an up-scaling pattern comprising the benefits of both de-
signs, (α) plus (β), and a functional foundation for a Tensor Neural Knot Network. 

I conclude this section with a matrix formalisation of Table 1: 

3 3

RGB R G B

RGB R G B

R G B

u

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

= Ψ = Ψ

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

  

                 (1) 

where 3u  is a prior state of the Triuniverse, RGBΨ  is the macrocycle trefoil evolution 
operator and 3  is the subsequently evolved state of the Triuniverse. 

RGB-tricolour superscripts represent Elemental (R), Operational (G) and Structural  
(B) phases of the subscripted substrate of Mathematics ( ) , simulated layer of emer-
gent Physics ( )  and super-simulated layer of super-emergent Life ( ) . 

The right hand side of Equation (1) shows 3u  in expanded form: 
Rψ  represents the evolution ψ  of Algebra in the Elemental (R) information 

processing loop of the substrate of Mathematics ( ) . Gψ  represents the evolution 
ψ  of Algorithms in the Operational (G) information processing loop of the substrate 
of Mathematics ( ) . Bψ  represents the evolution ψ  of Geometry in the Structur-
al (B) information processing loop of the substrate of Mathematics ( ) . 

Rψ  represents the evolution ψ  of Quantum Mechanics in the Elemental (R) in-
formation processing loop of emergent Physics ( ) . Gψ  represents the evolution 
ψ  of Quantum Deep Learning in the Operational (G) information processing loop of 
emergent Physics ( )  and is accentuated with double straight brackets because the 
Quantum Deep Learning kernel process applies throughout 3u . Bψ  represents the 
evolution ψ  of Quantum Geometrodynamics in the Structural (B) information 
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processing loop of emergent Physics ( ) . 
Rψ   represents the evolution ψ  of Variation in the Elemental (R) information 

processing loop of super-emergent Life ( ) . Gψ   represents the evolution ψ  of Se-
lection in the Operational (G) information processing loop of super-emergent Life 
( ) . Bψ   represents the evolution ψ  of Heredity in the Structural (B) information 
processing loop of super-emergent Life ( ) . 

3. Evolution of Algebraic Algorithmic Geometry 

I postulate that during the inception of the Triuniverse on the substrate of Mathemat-
ics, Elemental (R) Algebra enabled Operational (G) Algorithms, which then enabled 
Structural (B) Geometry. The order of enablement is irreversible and is a fundamental 
characteristic of the direction of the evolution of information complexity (parallel to 
the emergent arrow of time) and to the RGB sequence of loop formation and execution. 
I put forward this heuristic postulate upon a concept of spontaneous symmetry break-
ing in which sequential asymmetric algebraic logic, e.g. antisymmetric and irreflexive 
relations, emerged from primitive non-sequential symmetric logic, e.g. equalities, 
enabling a new loop of Algebra to emerge and evolve into Algebraic Algorithms. 

Algebraic Algorithms then scripted their own self-evolution, through their reinforced- 
feedback iterations, enabling shapes to be traceable and thus, in another spontaneous 
new loop, Geometry was subsequently created as Mathematical complexity continued 
to evolve from primitive logic. The most primitive expression of this new geometry was 
and still is the triangle, or 2-simplex, which is the fundamental component shape of 
Quantum Geometrodynamics, or shape dynamics, in emergent Physics (Section §4). 

Above it is proposed that Algorithms are modified by evolutionary loop processes. In 
1928 Hilbert worked on the “entscheidungs problem” (decision problem) to show that 
the basic axioms of mathematics are logically consistent and he sought an algorithm 
that would indicate whether a given mathematical statement could be proved from 
those axioms alone. Turing [156] showed that there was no such algorithm; indeed 
there were algorithms that machines would run indefinitely and inconclusively [157]. 
Consequently we realise though Turing’s work that Algorithms are eternally open to 
self-evolution. These algorithm evolutions lead to Quantum Deep Learning processes at 
the kernel of this Triuniverse quantum foundations concept. 

As an adjunct conjecture, I propose that there was a corresponding evolution of the 
dimensionality of quantum information processing. I put forward that the dimensio-
nality spontaneously transitioned from U-bit real-vector-space universal quantum bit 
processing of Algebra [158], through qubit processing of complex numbers in Alge-
braic Algorithms, to enable qutrit processing of Algebraic Algorithmic Geometry. 

This conjectured evolution from U-bit, through qubit, to qutrit processing occurred 
within the first instants of the correspondingly emergent physical Triuniverse. In other 
words, as Mathematics spontaneously evolved, so did the dimensionality of the quan-
tum computations of the Triuniverse and thus so did the corresponding emergent 
quantum Physics. 
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I claim the Triuniverse immediately stabilised as RGB-tricoloured. It did not form 
any further loops, for a fourth Mathematical phase beyond Algebraic Algorithmic 
Geometry (and correspondingly not beyond the RGB-tricoloured quantum Physics of 
Quantum Intelligent Geometrodynamics). I propose this was because the quantum 
foundations computations are performed with the integer base 3e =   , which has 
lowest radix economy [159]. 

The quantum foundations computations are also envisaged to be in the balanced 
ternary system ( )1,0, 1+ − . There is no computational speed advantage or efficiency to 
out-compute (sic) alternatives by stepping up to base 4 computations. I also contend 
that the integer base 3e =    thus emerges in the physical Triuniverse simulation layer 
as the least number of uncompactified spatial dimensions and is the source of emergent 
threeness in the Standard Model of particle physics, tricoloured Quantum Chromo- 
Dynamics, the triangles underpinning quantum geometrodynamics or shape dynamics 
(Section §4) and the triple-alpha process which produces carbon for biological Life 
(Section §5). 

I close this section by considering the three processing loops in Algebraic Algorith-
mic Geometry acting as separate and co-adaptive feedback loops which produce corre-
lations between components within each loop, some of which were previously inde-
pendent. I claim such feedback produces correlations manifest through correlation sys-
tems specific to their hierarchy of emergence. The substrate of Mathematics, upon 
which Algebraic Algorithmic Geometry executes, is postulated to have a correlation 
system which is a Tensor Neural Knot Network (see also Khalidi [160], Orus [161]) 
enabling Qutrit Entanglement [154] [162]-[165]. 

Therein the Tensors evolve through their algebraic (R) feedback loops, Neural Nodes 
(Knots) evolve through their feedback loops towards becoming ever more artificially 
intelligent algorithmic (G) processing nodes, and the Network geometry (B) evolves 
towards an increasingly efficient Mathematical connectome (Tensor Neural Knot Net-
work enabling Qutrit Entanglement). 

Algebra loop-specific correlations develop within the evolving Tensors. Algorithm 
loop-specific correlations develop within the evolving Neural Nodes (Knots). Geometry 
loop-specific correlations develop within the evolving Network. 

In the trefoil macrocycle, information exchanges occur between the three RGB-  
tricoloured processes at the “crosstalk node” (ψ), enabling advantageous triplewise 
co-adaptation and co-evolution of Algebraic Algorithmic Geometry. I propose that this 
evolution was substantially completed within the first instants at the inception of the 
Triuniverse. With the substrate of Mathematics thus immediately fully evolved it was 
directly able to simulate the next layer, that of emergent Physics, which was sponta-
neously propelled through the apparent “Big Bang” into its evolutionary programme of 
Quantum Intelligent Geometrodynamics (Section §4). 

4. Evolution of Quantum Intelligent Geometrodynamics 

The Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse quantum foundations concept envisages that 
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the evolution of Algebraic Algorithmic Geometry (previous Section §3) occurred on the 
substrate of Mathematics, which underlies emergent Physics. In this section I discuss 
the colour-corresponding trefoil macrocycle of emergent Physics as the evolution of 
Quantum Intelligent Geometrodynamics. I draw upon standard quantum mechanics, 
the seminal work of Zurek and his co-workers on concepts of einselection and quantum 
Darwinism [58]-[60] [75] [102] and on the Machian geometrodynamics, or shape dy-
namics, of spatial and temporal relationalism [103]-[108]. The Operational (G) tri-unifier 
of these concepts is Quantum Deep Learning [3] [27] [29] [42] through which the Tri-
universe appears to self-evolve as if with fine-tuned intelligence. Quantum Deep 
Learning is highlighted at the centre of the 3 × 3 arrangement of RGB-tricoloured 
processing loops in Table 1 and Equation (1). 

In quantum mechanics, distributions of superposed quantum states evolve according 
to the Schrödinger equation into linear superpositions of different states, which pre-
dicts classically paradoxical dichotomies such as “Schrödinger’s cat”. The algebraic 
probability density functions of the superposed states are real, or PBR ψ-ontic [166], 
but such paradoxical feline dichotomies are evidently not. These algebraic quantum 
probability density functions and their Schrödinger evolutions correspond to the Ele-
mental (R) information processing loop in emergent quantum Physics and to the ho-
mochromatic Algebra loop on the underlying substrate of Mathematics. The possible 
variations within the algebraic quantum probability density functions also have (R) co-
lour correspondence with variations in classical super-emergent Life, via Darwinism 
and more deeply via quantum Darwinism. Perhaps pertinently, Gryb [106] also dis-
cusses the significance of free endpoint variation in implementing Mach’s Principle us-
ing gauge theory in geometrodynamics or shape dynamics. 

Algebraic variation is clearly as fundamental in super-emergent Life and in emergent 
Physics as it is on the substrate of Mathematics. However the RGB-tricolour corres-
pondence throughout the simulated hierarchy of emergence is neither purely quantum 
mechanical nor purely classical, it is a characteristic Quantum Deep Learning colour 
correspondence from Algebraic Algorithmic Geometry, through Quantum Intelligent 
Geometrodynamics to Variational Selective Heredity (Table 1). Whilst the PBR ψ-ontic 
picture of quantum theory holds [166] there is, within the Quantum Deep Learning 
Triuniverse concept, also a leading role for RGB-tricoloured deep learning correspon-
dence in the form of advantageous knowledge which accumulates naturally from 
ψ-Epistemic Drive (Section §2). 

Zurek [59] envisages quantum states concurrently having epistemological and onto-
logical roles, and describes quantum states as “epiontic”, due to his quantum informa-
tion-theoretic union of these two functions. Through this paradigm, ψ-ontic, or reliable 
classical existence states emerge from the quantum substrate. See also Pusey, Barrett & 
Rudolph [166], Colbeck and Renner [167], Hardy [168], Patra, Pironio and Massar 
[169], Leifer [170] and Gao [171] for discussions on ontological model frameworks. 
Considering these works, the fundamental framework for everything conjectured in 
this paper is ψ-epistemic-driven, whilst being ψ-ontic, and so Zurek’s “epiontic” states 
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apply. 
The algorithmic selection of hereditable classical realities is well expressed by Zurek’s 

quantum Darwinism program. Quantum Darwinism proposes that decoherence selects 
preferred pointer states which survive interaction with the environment. Zurek calls 
this algorithm “environment-induced superselection”, or “einselection” for short. 

These pointer states persist whilst their superpositions decohere and they are loca-
lized and effectively classical. Through quantum Darwinism, Zurek proposes that trac-
ing flows of information in our quantum Universe (or Triuniverse) explains why we see 
the world as classical. Mutual information is the key tool of Zurek’s quantum Darwin-
ism concept. Quantum Darwinism acknowledges that environments comprise many 
subsystems and observers acquire information about a system of interest by intercept-
ing copies of its pointer states which are output to the environment as a consequence of 
decoherence. 

The quantum system’s interactions with its environment record multiple redundant 
copies of information about its pointer states and this information is accessible by 
many observers, thus achieving consensual concurrence on their common information 
about the quantum state. This enables the colour-corresponding trefoil macrocycle of 
super-simulated super-emergent Life (next Section §5) to evolve classically within si-
mulated emergent Physics. The multiple redundant copies of information about its 
pointer states are a form of (geometric) replication, or heredity. 

In partial summary; quantum Darwinism exhibits RGB-tricolouration, as per trefoil 
macrocycle concept definitions above (Section §2). The evolution of algebraic quantum 
probability density functions of variation occurs in the Elemental (R) processing loop. 
The evolution of einselection and of the Quantum Deep Learning algorithms occurs in 
the Operational (G) processing loop. The evolution of multiple copies of information 
about pointer states occurs in Structural (B) processing loops. Yet there is more to 
emergent Physics than the correlation system of quantum Darwinism. 

The Elemental (R) phase of the emergent Physics trefoil macrocycle is addressed by 
quantum mechanics with quantum Darwinism. Quantum physics is clearly algebraic. 
However the Operational (G) phase is only partly addressed by einselection and the 
Structural (B) phase of the emergent Physics trefoil macrocycle is only partly addressed 
by pointer state reproductive inheritance. 

At this juncture, I therefore crystallise the emerging pattern of this Quantum Deep 
Learning Triuniverse concept to make a claim to connect a bridge (G) between alge-
braic physics (R) and geometric physics (B). Thus far in the development of science, 
algebraic Physics (R) has been explored through quantum mechanics and geometrically 
dynamic gravitational Physics (B) has been effectively solved by general relativity. I 
build a bridge (G) with Quantum Deep Learning, which is highlighted at the centre of 
the 3 × 3 coloured arrangement of processing loops (Table 1 and Equation (1)) and is 
the kernel of this original quantum foundations concept. 

Quantum Deep Learning, I propose, completes the explanation of emergent Physics 
and I invoke Barbour’s [103] concept of shape dynamics, leading to Quantum Geome-
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trodynamics, to complete the explanation of the Structural (B) loop of emergent Phys-
ics, beyond that possible through quantum Darwinism alone. 

In other words; from the Red (R), to Green (G), to Blue (B) phases of the trefoil ma-
crocycle in emergent Physics, the Elemental (R) phase is predominantly explained by 
quantum mechanics, the Operational (G) middle phase is predominantly explained by 
Quantum Deep Learning and the subsequent Structural (B) phase is predominantly ex-
plained by Quantum Geometrodynamics. Notwithstanding this theoretic sequence, I 
propose that Zurek’s quantum Darwinism transcends the RGB-tricoloured macrocycle 
of emergent Physics and is applicable in each of the tricoloured phases as a correlation 
system (Table 1). As effective as it is however, to build a complete picture of emergent 
Physics we need to complement quantum Darwinism with Elemental (R) Quantum 
Mechanics, Operational (G) Quantum Deep Learning and Structural (B) Quantum 
Geometrodynamics.  

The trefoil macrocycle of Quantum Intelligent Geometrodynamics simulates the 
layer of emergent Physics. It is proposed that upon that simulated layer a super-simula- 
tion of super-emergent Life is enabled and enacted. The trefoil macrocycle in that su-
per-simulation of super-emergent Life (biological and artificial intelligence) is a RGB- 
tricoloured corresponding trefoil macrocycle of Variational Selective Heredity, which is 
discussed in the following Section §5. 

5. Evolution of Variational Selective Heredity 

The three key components of the evolution of Life are variation, selection and heredity 
[1]. In a major development of Darwin’s seminal concept, Watson and Szathmáry [54] 
describe how each of these three components is modified by evolutionary loop 
processes. In the terminology which they adopt, “Evo-Devo” is the evolution of deve-
lopmental interactions that modify the distribution of phenotypic variation. In the ter-
minology of the Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse concept, this is an Elemental (R) 
reinforced-feedback loop process. 

“Evo-Eco” in the adopted terminology of Watson and Szathmáry is the evolution of 
ecological interactions that modify the form of selective pressures. In the terminology 
of the Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse concept this is an Operational (G) rein-
forced-feedback loop process. 

“Evo-Ego” in the adopted terminology of Watson and Szathmáry is the evolution of 
reproductive interactions that modify evolutionary individuality by changing mechan-
isms of heredity. In the terminology of the Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse con-
cept this is a Structural (B) reinforced-feedback loop process. 

Watson and Szathmáry also highlight, as I do, that such feedback loops are strongly 
relevant in deep learning systems. The evolution of Life is executed through a deep 
learning macrocycle. Furthermore, Watson and Szathmáry note that each of these 
feedback loops results in correlations between components that were previously inde-
pendent. This is also fundamental to the Quantum Deep Learning Triuniverse concept 
above. 
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The correlation ecosystem of Life (Table 1) is beautifully illustrated in the closing 
section of Darwin’s magnus opus on the origin of species, in which he contemplates an 
ecologically “Entangled Bank”, as follows [2]: 

“It is interesting to contemplate an entangled bank, clothed with many plants of 
many kinds, with birds singing on the bushes, with various insects flitting about, and 
with worms crawling through the damp earth, and to reflect that these elaborately con-
structed forms, so different from each other, and dependent on each other in so com-
plex a manner, have all been produced by laws acting around us. These laws, taken in 
the largest sense, being Growth with Reproduction; Inheritance which is almost implied 
by reproduction; Variability from the indirect and direct action of the external condi-
tions of life, and from use and disuse; a Ratio of Increase so high as to lead to a Struggle 
for Life, and as a consequence to Natural Selection, entailing Divergence of Character 
and the Extinction of less-improved forms. Thus, from the war of nature, from famine 
and death, the most exalted object which we are capable of conceiving, namely, the 
production of the higher animals, directly follows. There is grandeur in this view of life, 
with its several powers, having been originally breathed into a few forms or into one; 
and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, 
from so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have 
been, and are being, evolved.” 

Alas as beautiful as Darwin’s illustration is, I contend super-emergent Life is an illu-
sion, a computational super-simulation upon the simulated layer of emergent Physics, 
which itself is determined by its underlying substrate of Mathematics. A common tri-
unifying thread woven through these layers is advantageous knowledge which enables 
out-computation (sic) of alternatives and ψ-Epistemic Drive propels evolution through 
stacked RGB-tricolour corresponding trefoil macrocycles. In super-simulated super- 
emergent biological Life the trophic web appears to be bio-energy based, however the 
RGB-tricoloured corresponding quantum foundations trophic web is information 
based. Research into the competitive and co-operative dynamics of the bio-energy 
based trophic web of Life provides insights into those RGB-tricoloured corresponding 
dynamics in the underlying information based quantum foundations trophic web. 

6. Conclusions 

I have introduced an original quantum foundations concept of a Quantum Deep 
Learning Triuniverse. It is a candidate intelligent metaheuristic for the evolution of 
everything. This triunification concept envisages a triplewise picture of the evolution of 
the Universe, from its Mathematical substrate, through its computationally simulated 
layer of emergent Physics, to its super-simulated layer of super-emergent Life (biologi-
cal and artificial intelligence), with RGB-tricoloured correspondences between these 
three layers. 

The RGB-tricoloured trefoil knot represents a postulated macrocycle topology of 
triplewise information processing loops. The loop processes execute endlessly in se-
quence from Red (R), through Green (G), to Blue (B), to Red (R) and so on. The trefoil 
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is a torus knot and the tricoloured processes converge, crosstalk then diverge through 
the “hole” of the torus at a central “crosstalk node” (ψ). 

I consider the trefoil to be a knotted information-conducting (optical-like) fiber. I 
envisage each of such fibers as a quantum foundational trefoil knot vortex in a 
ψ-Epistemic Field (the field which produces ψ-Epistemic Drive). ψ-Epistemic Drive is a 
pervasive Natural appetite for information selected for advantageous knowledge. Se-
lected information is exploited as advantageous knowledge during knowledge-based 
exploration for further useful information in the harsh environment of an information 
trophic web. The ψ-Epistemic Field has a landscape of knowledge gradients, with val-
leys of obliviousness and peaks of insight. Notwithstanding, superposed states are real, 
or PBR ψ-ontic, so Zurek’s “epiontic” states apply. 

The three RGB-tricoloured processing loops each iteratively cause their respective 
loop processes to evolve. I propose these processing loops act as reinforced-feedback 
loops which produce correlations between components within that loop, some of which 
components were previously independent. The trefoil macrocycle evolves in triunity 
through Quantum Deep Learning, as a consequence of each of its three component 
feedback loop processes co-evolving with co-adaptation enabled through RGB-crosstalk 
(ψ) with computational triple-modular-redundancy majority voting. 

Unifications are often attempted pairwise which, I suggest, produces a blind spot in 
quantum foundations research. This unorthodox triplewise triunification offers a new 
perspective on some of the principal outstanding problems of modern science. 
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